CHAPTER TEN

Shielding
This chapter addresses the concept of shielding of electronic circuits. The term
shield usually refers to a metallic enclosure that completely encloses an electronic
product or a portion of that product. There are two purposes of a shield, as illustrated
in Fig. 10.1. The first, as shown in Fig. 10.1a, is to prevent the emissions of the electronics of the product or a portion of those electronics from radiating outside the
boundaries of the product. The motivation here is to either prevent those emissions
from causing the product to fail to comply with the radiated emissions limits or to
prevent the product from causing interference with other electronic products. The
second purpose of a shield, as shown in Fig. 10.1b is to prevent radiated emissions
external to the product from coupling to the product’s electronics, which may cause
interference in the product. As an example, shielding may be used to reduce the
susceptibility to external signals such as high-power radars or radio and TV transmitters. A photograph of a shielded room that is used for EMC testing is shown
in Fig. 10.1c.
Therefore a shield is, conceptually, a barrier to the transmission of electromagnetic fields. We may view the effectiveness of a shield as being the ratio of
the magnitude of the electric (magnetic) field that is incident on the barrier to the
magnitude of the electric (magnetic) field that is transmitted through the barrier.
Alternatively, we may view this as the ratio of the electric (magnetic) field incident
on the product’s electronics with the shield removed to that with the shield in place.
In this latter sense we may view the quantification of shielding effectiveness as being
equivalent to an insertion loss, as was discussed for filters in Chapter 6. These
notions give a qualitative idea about the meaning of the term shield and will be
made more precise, quantitatively, in the following sections.
We will compute ideal values of shielding effectiveness in the following sections
and will obtain some rather large values of shielding effectiveness of the order of
hundreds of dB. A shielding effectiveness of 100 dB means that the incident field
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FIGURE 10.1 Illustration of the use of a shielded enclosure: (a) to contain radiated
emissions and (b) to exclude radiated emissions; (c) a shielded room (courtesy of ETSLindgren, Inc).

has been reduced by a factor of 100,000 as it exits the shield! In order to realize these
ideal and extremely large values of shielding effectiveness, the shield must completely enclose the electronics and must have no penetrations such as holes, seams,
slots or cables. Any penetrations in a shield unless properly treated, may drastically
reduce the effectiveness of the shield. For example, consider a closed metallic box
(shield) that has a wire penetrating it as shown in Fig. 10.2a. Suppose a nearby
radiating source such as an antenna radiates an electromagnetic field. This field
will be coupled to the wire, generating a current in it. This current will flow unimpeded into the enclosure and couple to the internal electronics. The converse is also
true; noise internal to the shield will couple to the wire, flow out the enclosure on the
wire, and radiate. This type of penetration of a shield will virtually eliminate any
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FIGURE 10.2 Important practical considerations that seriously degrade shielding
effectiveness: (a) penetration of an enclosure by a cable allowing direct entry (or exit) of
external (internal) fields; (b) pigtail termination of a cable shield at the entry point to a
shielded enclosure; (c) termination of a cable shield to a noisy point, causing the shield to
radiate.

effectiveness of the shield. Cable penetrations such as these must be properly treated
in order to preserve the effectiveness of the shield. Some common methods are to
provide filtering of the cable at its entry/exit point or to use shielded cables
whose shields are peripherally bonded to the product shield as shown in
Fig. 10.2b [1]. Observe that the cable will have currents induced on it by the external
field. Simply connecting the cable shield to the product shield with another wire as
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shown in Fig. 10.2b may cause the currents on the cable shield to be conducted into
the interior of the product’s shield surface, where they may, once again, radiate to
the internal electronics of the product, thus reducing the effectiveness of the
product shield.
Again, the converse is also true; unless the cable shield is peripherally bonded to
the enclosure, the noise currents internal to the enclosure may flow out the enclosure
along the exterior of the shield, where they may radiate. Removing an overall shield
from a peripheral cable may actually decrease the radiated emissions of a cable!
The author has seen this happen, for example, with the Centronics printer cable
that attaches a personal computer to its printer. As a general rule, a shield placed
around cable wires will not necessarily reduce the radiated emissions of the
cable. The explanation of this phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 10.2c. In order to
realize the shielding effectiveness of a cable shield in reducing the radiated emissions of the cable, the cable shield must be attached to a zero-potential point
(an ideal ground). If the voltage of the point at which the shield “pigtail” is attached,
say, the logic ground of an electronics PCB, is varying, as illustrated in Fig. 10.2c,
then we will have produced a monopole antenna (the cable shield). If the length of
the cable shield of order 14 l0 , the shield becomes an effective radiator. Peripheral
cables such as printer cables for personal computers tend to have lengths of order
1.5 m, which is a quarter-wavelength at 50 MHz. Resonances in the radiated emissions of a product due to common-mode currents on these types of peripheral cables
are frequently observed in the frequency range of 50– 100 MHz. Disconnecting the
peripheral cable from the product usually removes these resonances and their accentuated radiated emissions.
Another common penetration is that of a hole or aperture in the shield wall. Fields
interior to the shield or exterior to it will radiate through this aperture, thus reducing
the effectiveness of the shield. This is illustrated by an important theorem known as
Babinet’s principle [2]. In order to illustrate this principle, consider a slot that is cut in
a perfectly conducting screen as shown in Fig. 10.3a. A transmission line is connected across two points of the slot, and excites it. The far fields that are radiated
by this “slot antenna” are denoted by Eus , Efs , Hus , and Hfs . Now consider the complementary structure shown in Fig. 10.3b, which consists of the replacement of the
screen with free space and the replacement of the slot with a perfect conductor of
the same shape as the slot. The antenna is fed, again, with the transmission line
attached to the two halves. The far fields radiated by this complementary structure
are denoted by Euc , Efc , Huc , and Hfc . Babinet’s principle as modified by Booker provides that the far fields radiated by the original screen with the slot and those
radiated by the complementary structure are related by [2]
Eus ¼ Huc

Ef s ¼ H fc
H us ¼ "

Eu c
h20

(10:1a)
(10:1b)
(10:1c)
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FIGURE 10.3 Illustration of the effect of apertures in a shield (illustration of Babinet’s
principle).

Hfs ¼ "

Ef c
h20

(10:1d)

This illustrates that apertures can be as effective radiators as antennas whose conductor dimensions are those of the aperture. This provides considerable insight into
the effects of apertures in shields on their reduction of the effectiveness of the shield.
For example, suppose that the slot in Fig. 10.3a has linear dimensions that are onehalf wavelength, L ¼ l0 =2. Babinet’s principle provides that the radiation properties
of this slot will be the same as (with E and H interchanged) as a dipole antenna
of the same length as the slot as illustrated in Fig. 10.3b. We are aware that a
half-wavelength-long dipole antenna such as in Fig. 10.3b with L ¼ l0 =2 is a
very efficient radiating structure. Hence a slot of the same linear dimensions is
also a very efficient radiator. Observe also that as the slot width w becomes
smaller, the slot (and complementary dipole) remain efficient radiators. Hence we
should not be caught in the trap of thinking that “If we cannot see much light
through a slot, it will not radiate well.” This is, of course, not true. Slots such as
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these occur numerous places in shielded enclosures. Lids that provide access to the
interior of the shielded enclosure have these slots around them, as do doors that
provide access to anechoic chambers. Hence these gaps are treated by placing conductive gasketing material in the gap or beryllium finger stock around doors in order
to “short out” the slot antennas there.
All these considerations should alert the reader to the fact that shielding should
not be relied on to completely eliminate radiated emissions of the product.
There are numerous examples of electronic products that do not employ shielded
enclosures, yet they are able to comply with the regulatory limits on radiated and
conducted emissions. Electronic typewriters and printers are contained in plastic
enclosures. The expense and impracticality of a contiguous metallic enclosure
rules out their use for these types of products. On the other hand, personal computers
and large mainframe computers employ metallic enclosures. Effectively treating
all penetrations provides effective use of shields for these types of products. As a
cardinal rule, the EMC designer should incorporate the same EMC design principles
into a product whether that product is to be shielded or not. The following discussion of the principles of shielding will nevertheless serve to illustrate the quantitative
aspects of shielding.

10.1

SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS

In this section we will begin the quantitative discussion of the shielding effectiveness of a metallic shield. The general notion of shielding effectiveness was discussed
above. In order to quantify these notions, we consider the general problem of a
metallic barrier of thickness t, conductivity s, relative permittivity er ¼ 1, and relative permeability mr, shown in Fig. 10.4. An electromagnetic wave is incident on
this barrier. A reflected wave is produced, and a portion of this incident wave
is transmitted through the barrier. The shielding effectiveness of the barrier is
defined for the electric field, in decibels, as
! !
!E^ !
! i!
SE ¼ 20 log10 ! !
!E^ t !

(10:2)

Note that this will be a positive result, since the incident field is expected to be
greater than the field that exits the barrier. For example, a shielding effectiveness
of 120 dB means that the magnitude of the transmitted field is reduced from the
magnitude of the incident field by a factor of 106. Some definitions of shielding
effectiveness are in terms of the ratio of the transmitted field to the incident
field. This definition would give a negative result in dB, which is the negative
of (10.2). In terms of the magnetic field, the shielding effectiveness could be
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FIGURE 10.4 Illustration of the shielding effectiveness of a conducting barrier to a uniform
plane wave that is incident normal to the surface.

defined as
! !
!H^ !
! i!
SE ¼ 20 log10 ! !
!H^ t !

(10:3)

If the incident field is a uniform plane wave and the media on each side of the barrier
are identical, then the two definitions are identical, since the electric and magnetic
fields are related by the intrinsic impedance of the medium for a uniform plane
wave. For near fields and/or different media on the two sides of the boundary the
two are not equivalent. However, the definition of the shielding effectiveness in
terms of the electric field in (10.2) is often taken to be the standard for either
situation.
There are several phenomena that contribute to the reduction of the incident field
as it passes through the barrier. Consider the diagram shown in Fig. 10.5, which
shows these effects. The first effect is reflection at the left surface of the barrier.
The portion of the incident electric field that is reflected is given by the reflection
coefficient for that surface. (See Section 7.6 of Chapter 7.) The portion of the
wave that crosses this surface proceeds through the shield wall. As it passes
through this conductive medium, its amplitude is attenuated according to the
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FIGURE 10.5

Illustration of multiple reflections within a shield.

factor e2az, where a is the attentuation constant of the material discussed in Appendix B. This is referred to as absorption loss. For barrier materials that constitute good
a is related to the skin
conductors (as is usually the case) the attenuation
pffiffiffiffifficonstant
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
depth of the material, d, as a ¼ 1=d and d ¼ 1= p f ms, where m is the permeability
of the barrier and s is its conductivity. Therefore the amplitudes of the fields are attenuated according to the factor e2z/d. If the barrier thickness t is much greater than the
skin depth of the barrier material at the frequency of the incident wave, then this
wave that is transmitted through the first interface is greatly attenuated when it
strikes the right interface. This becomes the incident wave for the right interface,
and is incident on this interface from the metal. A portion of this incident wave is
reflected, and a portion is transmitted across the barrier into the medium on the
right of the barrier. The reflected portion of this wave is transmitted back through
the barrier and strikes the first interface, being incident from the metal. Once
again, a portion of this wave is transmitted through the left interface and adds to
the total reflected field in the left medium, and a portion is reflected and proceeds
to the right. This portion is again attenuated as it passes through the barrier. Once
it has passed through the barrier and strikes the right interface, a portion is reflected
and a portion is transmitted through the right interface. The portion transmitted
through the right interface adds to the total field that is transmitted through the
shield. The process continues in like fashion, but the additional reflected and transmitted fields are progressively attenuated by their travel through the conductive
barrier. If a shield is designed to have a thickness that is much greater than the
skin depth of the material at the frequency of the anticipated incident field, there
is little consequence to the continued rereflection at the interior surfaces of the
barrier. These multiple reflections and transmissions can therefore generally be disregarded for shield thicknesses that are much greater than a skin depth, and only the
initial reflection and transmission at the left and right interfaces need be considered.
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Nevertheless, the shielding effectiveness given in (10.2) can be broken into the
product of three terms each representing one of the phenomena of reflection loss,
absorption loss, and multiple reflections. In decibels these factors add to give
SEdB ¼ RdB þ AdB þ MdB

(10:4)

where R represents the reflection loss caused by reflection at the left and right
interfaces, A represents the absorption loss of the wave as it proceeds through the
barrier, and M represents the additional effects of multiple rereflections and transmissions. Observe that the rereflections will create fields that will add to the
initial field transmitted across the right interface. Thus the multiple-reflection
factor M will be a negative number and will, in general, reduce the shielding effectiveness (since R and A will be positive). We now embark on a quantitative determination of these factors that contribute to the shielding effectiveness of a barrier. In
addition to the following derivations, the reader is referred to [3 – 5,10] for similar
developments.

10.2

SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS: FAR-FIELD SOURCES

In this section we will assume that the source for the field that is incident on the
barrier is sufficiently distant from the barrier that the incident field resembles a
uniform plane wave, whose properties are discussed in Appendix B. We first determine the exact solution for the shielding effectiveness, and will then determine this
in an approximate fashion to show that the two methods yield the same results for
shields that are constructed from “good conductors” whose thickness t is much
greater than a skin depth at the frequency of the incident wave.

10.2.1 Exact Solution
In order to obtain the exact solution for the shielding effectiveness of a metallic
barrier, we solve the problem illustrated in Fig. 10.4. A conducting shield of thickness t, conductivity s, permittivity e ¼ e0 , and permeability m has an incident
uniform plane wave incident on its leftmost surface. The medium on either side
of the shield is assumed, for practical reasons, to be free space. A rectangular coordinate system is used to define the problem, with the left surface lying in the xy plane
at z ¼ 0 and the right surface located at z ¼ t. Forward- and backward-traveling
waves are present in the left medium and in the shield according to the general properties of the solution of Maxwell’s equations. Only a forward-traveling wave is postulated in the medium to the right of the shield, since we reason that there is no
additional barrier to create a reflected field. The general forms of these fields are
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(see Section B6.2 and [9,10]):
~
E^ i ¼ E^ i e"jb0 z a~x

(10:5a)

E^ i
~
H^ i ¼ e"jb0 z a~ y
h0

(10:5b)

~
E^ r ¼ E^ r e jb0 z a~x

(10:5c)

E^ r
~
H^ r ¼ " e jb0 z a~y
h0

(10:5d)

~
E^ 1 ¼ E^ 1 e"g^ z a~x

(10:5e)

E^ 1
~
H^ 1 ¼ e"g^ z a~ y
h^

(10:5f)

~
E^ 2 ¼ E^ 2 eg^ z a~x

(10:5g)

E^ 2
~
H^ 2 ¼ " eg^ z a~ y
h^

(10:5h)

~
E^ t ¼ E^ t e"jb0 z a~ x

(10:5i)

E^ t
~
H^ t ¼ e"jb0 z a~ y
h0

(10:5 j)

where the phase constant and intrinsic impedance in the free-space regions are
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b0 ¼ v m0 e0
rffiffiffiffiffi
m0
h0 ¼
e0

(10:6a)
(10:6b)

and the propagation constant and intrinsic impedance of the shield are
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g^ ¼ jvm(s þ jve)
¼ a þ jb
sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jvm
h^ ¼
s þ jve
¼ h uh

(10:7a)

(10:7b)

The magnitude of the incident field E^ i is assumed known. In order to determine
the remaining amplitudes E^ r , E^ 1 , E^ 2 , and E^ t , we need four equations. These are
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generated by enforcing the boundary conditions on the field vectors at the two
boundaries, z ¼ 0 and z ¼ t. Continuity of the tangential components of the electric
field at the two interfaces gives
~
~
~
~
E^ i jz¼0 þ E^ r jz¼0 ¼ E^ 1 jz¼0 þ E^ 2 jz¼0

(10:8a)

~
~
~
E^ 1 jz¼t þ E^ 2 jz¼t ¼ E^ t jz¼t

(10:8bÞ

Continuity of the tangential components of the magnetic field at the two interfaces
gives
~
~
~
~
H^ i jz¼0 þ H^ r jz¼0 ¼ H^ 1 jz¼0 þ H^ 2 jz¼0

(10:9a)

~
~
~
H^ 1 jz¼t þ H^ 2 jz¼t ¼ H^ t jz¼t

(10:9b)

Substituting the forms given in (10.5) gives the required four equations as
E^ i þ E^ r ¼ E^ 1 þ E^ 2

(10:10a)

E^ 1 e$g^ t þ E^ 2 eg^ t ¼ E^ t e$jb0 t

(10:10b)

E^ i E^ r E^ 1 E^ 2
$
¼
$
h0 h0
h^
h^

(10:10c)

E^ 1 $g^ t E^ 2 g^ t E^ t $jb0 t
e $ e ¼ e
h^
h^
h0

(10:10d)

Solving these equations gives the ratio of the incident and transmitted waves as [10]
"
#
!
"
h0 $ h^ 2 $2t=d $j2bt t=d jbt $jb0 t
E^ i (h0 þ h^ )2
¼
1$
e
e
e e e
h0 $ h^
4h0 h^
E^ t

(10:11)

Equation (10.11) is the exact expression for the ratio of the electric field
that is incident on the boundary and the electric field that is transmitted through
the boundary. We have substituted the relation g^ ¼ a þ jb from (10.7a) and also
a ¼ 1=d (assuming that the barrier material is a good conductor), where d is the
skin depth for the barrier material at the frequency of the incident wave:
1
d ¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p f ms

(10:12)

We can, however, make some reasonable approximations to reduce this to a
result derived by approximate means in the following sections. This will not only
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simplify the result but will also demonstrate that the same result can be derived by
approximate methods without any significant loss in accuracy, as we will do in the
next section.
In order to simplify (10.11), we will assume that the barrier is constructed from a
“good conductor,” so that the intrinsic impedance of the conductor is much less than
that of free space: h^ ! h0 : Therefore we may approximate

h0 " h^
ffi 1
h0 þ h^

(10:13)

Also we assume that the skin depth d is much less than the barrier thickness t. Thus
e"g^ t ¼ e"at e"jbt
¼ e"t=d e"jbt
!1

for t & d

(10:14)

Substituting these into the exact result given in (10.11) and taking the absolute value
of the result gives
! ! !
!E^ ! !(h þ h^ )2 !!
! i! ! 0
!et=d
! !¼!
!E^ t !
4h0 h^ !
! !
!h !
ffi !! 0 !!et=d
4h^

(10:15)Þ

Taking the logarithm of this result in order to express the shielding effectiveness in
dB in accordance with (10.2) gives
SEdB

! !
!h !
ffi 20 log10 !! 0 !! þ 20 log10 et=d þ MdB
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
4h^
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
AdB

(10:16a)

RdB

The multiple-reflection loss in (10.4) is evidently the middle term of (10.11):
MdB

!
!
#
$
!
h0 " h^ 2 "2t=d "j2bt !!
!
¼ 20 log10 !1 "
e
e
!
!
!
h0 þ h^
ffi 20 log10 j1 " e"2t=d e"j2t=d j

(10:16b)

which can be neglected for shields that are constructed of good conductors, h^ ! h0 ,
and whose thicknesses are much greater than a skin depth, t & d. We have also substituted b ¼ a ¼ 1/d, assuming the barrier is constructed from a good conductor.
(See Appendix B, Section B.6.4.) Observe that this term is of the form 1 " G^ 2in ,
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where G^ in ¼ ½(h0 # h^ )=(h0 þ h^ )%e#2g^ t is the reflection coefficient at the right boundary referred to the left boundary. The multiple-reflection term is approximately unity
(MdB ’ 0) for barrier thicknesses that are thick compared with a skin depth, t & d,
and is of no consequence. However, for barrier thicknesses that are thin compared
with a skin depth, t ' d, the multiple-reflection factor is negative (in dB). In this
case, multiple reflections reduce the shielding effectiveness of the barrier. For
example, for t/d ¼ 0.1, Eq. (10.16b) gives MdB ¼ 211.8 dB.
The separation of the exact result into a component due to reflection, a component due to absorption, and a component due to multiple reflections as in equation
(10.4) is evident in (10.16a). This result will be derived by approximate methods in
the following section.
10.2.2 Approximate Solution
We now consider deriving the previous result under the assumption that the barrier
is constructed of a good conductor, h^ ' h0 , and the barrier thickness is much
greater than a skin depth at the frequency of the incident wave, i.e., t & d. These
assumptions are usually inherent in a well-designed shield and thus are not restrictive from a practical standpoint. The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 10.6. First, it is
worth noting that this approximate solution is analogous to the problem of analyzing
the overall gain of cascaded amplifiers. In that problem we compute the input impedance of the first stage, using the input impedance of the second stage as the load
for the first. Then we can compute the ratio of the output voltage of the first stage
to its input voltage. Next we compute the ratio of the output voltage of the
second stage to its input voltage, using the input impedance of the third stage as
the load for the second stage. This process continues until we finally compute the
gain of the last stage. The overall gain of the cascade is then the product of the
gains of the individual stages. This technique takes into account the loading of
each stage on the preceding stage, and this loading generally cannot be neglected.
However, if the input impedances of the individual stages are quite large, as is generally the case for FET and vacuum-tube amplifiers, then this loading can be ignored
and the overall gain of the cascade can be computed as the gains of the individual,
isolated stages.
10.2.2.1 Reflection Loss The approximate analysis technique we will use is the
direct analogy of the method for analyzing cascaded amplifiers described above.
Assuming that the barrier thickness is much greater than a skin depth at the frequency of the incident wave, the portion of the incident wave that is transmitted
across the left interface in Fig. 10.4, E^ 1 , is greatly attenuated by the time it
reaches the right interface. Thus the reflected wave E^ 2 , when it arrives at the left
interface, is not of much consequence and so contributes little to the total reflected
wave E^ r . (E^ 2 is also greatly attenuated as it travels from the second interface back to
the left interface). Therefore we can approximately compute the portion of the incident wave that is transmitted across the left interface, E^ 1 , by assuming that the
barrier is infinitely thick and therefore assuming that E^ 2 ¼ 0. This then becomes
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FIGURE 10.6

Approximate calculation of shielding effectiveness for uniform plane waves.

the basic problem considered in Section 7.6.2 of Chapter 7, and is illustrated in
Fig. 10.6a. The transmission coefficient becomes
2h^
E^ 1
ffi
^Ei h0 þ h^

(10:17)

The next basic problem occurs at the right interface, as illustrated in Fig. 10.6b, and
is again related to the basic problem considered in Section 7.6.2 of Chapter 7. The
transmission coefficient for this case gives
E^ t
2h0
ffi
E^ 1 h0 þ h^

(10:18)

Note that for this case the intrinsic impedance of the medium for the transmitted
wave is h0 and the intrinsic impedance for the incident wave is h^ . For the first
half of this problem the intrinsic impedance of the medium for the transmitted
wave is h^ and the intrinsic impedance for the incident wave is h0. Taking the
product of (10.17) and (10.18) gives the ratio of the transmitted field and the incident
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field in the absence of attenuation as
E^ t E^ t E^ 1
¼
E^ i E^ 1 E^ i
¼
¼

2h 0
2h^
h0 þ h^ h0 þ h^
4h0 h^
(h0 þ h^ )2

(10:19)

Note that because h^ # h0 , (10.17) is much smaller than (10.18). Thus the transmission coefficient is very small at the first boundary, and is approximately two at
the second boundary. Thus very little of the electric field is transmitted through
the first (left) boundary. The reflection coefficient at the first (left) interface is
G1 ¼ (h^ $ h0 )=(h^ þ h0 ) ffi $1, and the electric field is effectively “shorted out”
by the good conductor. The reflection coefficient at the second (right) boundary is
G2 ¼ (h0 $ h^ )=(h0 þ h^ ) ffi þ1. These are analogous to the voltage reflections at
the end of a short-circuited (left boundary) or open-circuited (right boundary) transmission line. Thus the majority of the electric field that is incident on each interface is
reflected. However, because very little of the electric field is transmitted through the
first boundary, it is of little consequence that the reflection coefficient at the second
boundary is approximately unity! The reflection loss term in (10.4) is therefore
! !
!E^ !
! i!
RdB ¼ 20 log10 ! !
!E^ t !
!
!
!(h0 þ h^ )2 !
!
!
¼ 20 log10 !
4h0 h^ !
! !
!h !
ffi 20 log10 !! 0 !!
(10:20)
4h^
where we have substituted the approximation h^ # h0 .
It is instructive to consider the magnetic field transmissions. Recall from Chapter
7 that the reflection and transmission coefficients were derived for the electric field
only, and could not be used for the magnetic field. If we wish to determine the
reflected and transmitted magnetic fields, we need to divide the electric fields by
the appropriate intrinsic impedances to give
H^ 1 E^ 1 =h^
¼
H^ i E^ i =h0
¼

E^ 1 h0
E^ i h^

¼

2h0
h0 þ h^

(10:21)
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Similarly, we obtain
H^ t E^ t =h0
¼
H^ 1 E^ 1 =h^
¼

E^ t h^
E^ 1 h0

¼

2h^
h0 þ h^

(10:22)

Taking the product of (10.21) and (10.22) gives the ratio of the transmitted and
incident magnetic field intensities:
H^ t H^ t H^ 1
¼
H^ i H^ 1 H^ i
¼
¼

2h^
2h0
h0 þ h^ h0 þ h^

(10:23)

4h0 h^
(h0 þ h^ )2

Comparing (10.23) and (10.19) shows that the ratio of the transmitted and incident
electric fields are identical to the ratio of the transmitted and incident magnetic
fields. However, there is one important difference: the primary transmission of the
magnetic field occurs at the left interface, whereas the primary transmission of
the electric field occurs at the right interface. [See (10.17), (10.18), (10.21), and
(10.22).] Therefore the attenuation of the magnetic field as it passes through the
boundary is more important than is the attenuation of the electric field. This
points out that “thick” boundaries have more effect on shielding against magnetic
fields than electric fields (because of this attenuation of the magnetic field as it
travels through the boundary).
Since the primary transmission of the electric field occurs at the second boundary,
shield thickness is not of as much importance as it is for magnetic field shielding, in
which the primary transmission occurs at the first boundary. Attenuation of the
barrier is of more consequence in magnetic field shielding, since there is considerable transmission of the magnetic field at the first boundary. Therefore effective
shields for electric fields can be constructed from thin shields, which effectively
“short out” the electric field at the first boundary.
10.2.2.2 Absorption Loss This previous result assumed that the barrier thickness
was much greater than a skin depth, so that we could “uncouple” the calculation of
the reflections and transmissions at the two interfaces. However, in taking the
product of the two transmission coefficients as in (10.19), we are assuming that
E^ 1 is the same amplitude at the left and right interfaces. But the magnitude of E^ 1
at the right interface will be reduced substantially from its value at the left interface
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by the factor e!t=d . This attenuation can be easily accounted for—simply multiply
(10.19) by e!t=d . Thus the absorption factor accounting for attenuation becomes
A ¼ et=d

(10:24)

AdB ¼ 20 log10 et=d

(10:25)

In decibels this becomes

10.2.2.3 Multiple-Reflection Loss In the previous approximate calculations we
have assumed that any “secondary reflections” are of no consequence, since they
will have suffered substantial attenuation as they travel back and forth through
the barrier. If the barrier thickness is not much greater than a skin depth, as was
assumed, then the rereflections and transmissions may be important. This is particularly true for magnetic fields, since the primary transmission occurs at the first
boundary, and thus these multiple reflections can be more significant for magnetic
field shielding. In the case of multiple reflections that are significant they are
accounted for with a multiple-reflection factor given in (10.16b) and illustrated in
Fig. 10.7a. The total transmitted electric field is the sum of the primary and secondary transmitted waves at the right interface as
E^ t ¼ E^ t1 þ E^ t2 þ E^ t3 þ $ $ $
¼ E^ t1 (1 þ D2 þ D3 þ $ $ $ )

(10:26)

where E^ t1 is the first electric field transmitted across the right interface which was
considered to be the total transmitted field in the previous approximate solution
that neglected these rereflections.
Consider the electric field transmitted across the left interface and incident on the
right interface, E^ in , in Fig. 10.7. A portion of this is transmitted across the right interface,
2h0 ^
E^ t1 ¼
Ein
h0 þ h^

(10:27)

and a portion is reflected and sent back to the left interface,

h ! h^ ^
E^ r1 ¼ 0
Ein
h0 þ h^

(10:28)

These are obtained by multiplying by the transmission coefficient T^ ¼
2h0 =ðh0 þ h^ Þ and the reflection coefficient G^ ¼ ðh0 ! h^ Þ=ðh0 þ h^ Þ at the right
interface. (See Section 7.6.2.) The reflected wave E^ r1 propagates back to the left
interface and in so doing suffers attention and phase shift, e!g^ t . At this left interface
the incoming wave
E^ r1 e!g^ t
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FIGURE 10.7 Illustration of the effect of multiple reflections within the barrier: (a)
combining multiple transmissions; (b) calculation in terms of reflection and transmission
coefficients.

is reflected as
!
"
h0 ! h^ !g^ t
e Er1
h0 ! h^
and propagated back to the second interface. When it arrives there it has been again
multiplied by e!g^ t by virtue of propagating through the barrier again. Hence this
second wave that is incident on the right interface is
!
"
h0 ! h^ !2g^ t
e
Er1
h0 ! h^
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A portion of this is transmitted across the right interface as
!
"
h0 # h^ #2g^ t
^Et2 ¼ 2h0
e
Er1
h0 þ h^ h0 þ h^
Substituting (10.27) and (10.28) gives E^ t2 in terms of E^ t1 as
!
"
h0 # h^ 2 #2g^ t ^
Et1
E^ t2 ¼
e
h0 þ h^
¼ D2 E^ t1

(10:29a)

!
"
h0 # h^ #g^ t
D¼
e
h0 þ h^

(10:29b)

where

This continues giving the total transmitted electric field as
E^ t ¼ E^ t1 (1 þ D2 þ D4 þ $ $ $ )
¼

E^ t1
(1 # D2 )

(10:30)

a summation that is valid for jDj , 1 as is the case here.
The shielding effectiveness is
SEdB

# #
#E^ #
# i#
¼ 20 log10 # #
#E^ t #
# #
# E^ #
# i#
¼ 20 log10 # # þ 20 log10 j1 # D2 j
#E^ t1 #
# #
# E^ #
# i#
¼ 20 log10 # #
#E^ t1 #
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
RdB þ AdB

#
#
!
"
#
h0 # h^ 2 #2g^ t ##
#
þ 20 log10 #1 #
e
#
#
#
h0 þ h^
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl {zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl }

(10:31)

MdB

10.2.2.4 Total Loss Combining the results given above gives the three components of the shielding effectiveness given in (10.4). The reflection loss is given
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in (10.20). Substituting the approximation for the intrinsic impedance of a good conductor as
sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jvm
h^ ¼
s þ jve
rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffisffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jvm
1
¼
s 1 þ ð jve=sÞ
rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jvm
ffi
s
rffiffiffiffiffiffi
vm !
¼
45
s

barrier is a
good conductor,
s=ve % 1

!

(10:32)

and
rffiffiffiffiffi
m0
h0 ¼
e0

(10:33)

into (10.20) gives

RdB ¼ 20 log10

" rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi#
1
s
4 vmr e0

(10:34)

where we have assumed m ¼ m0 mr and e ¼ e0 . For the conductivity of metals, it is
customary to refer to that of copper, which has a conductivity sCu ¼ 5.8 ' 107 S/m.
Thus the conductivity of other metals is written as s ¼ sCu sr, where sr is the
conductivity relative to copper. Substituting this into (10.34) gives

RdB ¼ 168 þ 10 log10

"

sr
mr f

#

(10:35)

Observe that the reflection loss is greatest at low frequencies and for highconductivity metals. Similarly, magnetic materials, mr . 1, degrade the reflection
loss. The reflection loss decreases at a rate of 210 dB/decade with frequency. As
an example, consider a shield constructed of copper (mr ¼ 1). The reflection loss
at 1 kHz is 138 dB. At 10 MHz the reflection loss is 98 dB. On the other hand,
sheet steel has mr ¼ 1000 and sr ¼ 0.1. At 1 kHz the reflection loss is 98 dB, and
at 10 MHz it is reduced to 58 dB.
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The absorption loss is given by (10.25). This can also be simplified. The skin
depth is
1
d ¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pf ms
0:06609
¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f m r sr
2:6
¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f m r sr

2602
¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f m r sr

m

in.
mils

(10:36)

where we have written the result in various units. Substituting (10.36) into (10.25)
gives
AdB ¼ 20 log10 et=d
20t
log10 e
d
8:686t
¼
d
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
¼ 131:4t f mr sr
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
¼ 3:338t f mr sr
¼

(10:37)
(t in meters)
(t in inches)

Equation
(10.37) shows that the absorption loss increases with increasing frequency
pffiffi
as f on a decibel scale. This is quite different from the absorption loss being proportional to the square root of frequency so that it increases at a rate of 10 dB/
decade on a decibel scale. Therefore the absorption loss increases quite rapidly
with increasing frequency. Ferromagnetic materials where mr " 1 increase this
loss over copper (assuming that mrsr " 1). The absorption loss can also be understood in terms of the thickness of the shield relative to a skin depth, as is evident in
(10.37):
8:686t
AdB ¼
d
t
¼ 8:7 dB
for ¼ 1
d
t
¼ 17:4 dB
for ¼ 2
(10:38)
d
This illustrates the importance of skin depth in absorption loss.
Observe that the reflection loss is a function of the ratio sr/mr, whereas the
absorption loss is a function of the product srmr. Table 10.1 shows these factors
for various materials.
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TABLE 10.1
Material
Silver
Copper
Gold
Aluminum
Brass
Bronze
Tin
Lead
Nickel
Stainless steel (430)
Steel (SAE 1045)
Mumetal (at 1 kHz)
Superpermalloy (at 1 kHz)

sr

mr

A ! mr sr

R ! sr =mr

1.05
1
0.7
0.61
0.26
0.18
0.15
0.08
0.2
0.02
0.1
0.03
0.03

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
600
500
1000
30,000
100,000

1.05
1
0.7
0.61
0.26
0.18
0.15
0.08
120
10
100
900
3000

1.05
1
0.7
0.61
0.26
0.18
0.15
0.08
3:3 ! 10"4
4 ! 10"5
1 ! 10"4
1 ! 10"6
3 ! 10"7

Figure 10.8 shows the components of the shielding effectiveness for a 20 mil
thickness of copper as a function of frequency from 10 Hz to 10 MHz. Observe
that the absorption loss is dominant above 2 MHz. Figure 10.9 shows the same
data for steel (SAE 1045) for a 20 mil thickness. These data are plotted from
10 Hz to only 1 MHz. Note that for this material reflection loss dominates only
below 20 kHz. These data indicate that reflection loss is the primary contributor
to the shielding effectiveness at low frequencies for either ferrous or nonferrous
shielding materials. At the higher frequencies ferrous materials increase the absorption loss and the total shielding effectiveness. It is worthwhile reiterating that for
electric fields the primary transmission occurs at the second boundary, whereas
for magnetic fields it occurs at the first boundary, so that absorption is more important for the reduction of magnetic fields.
Review Exercise 10.1 Determine the reflection loss for aluminum, brass, and
stainless steel at 1 MHz.
Answers: 106 dB, 102 dB, and 64 dB.
Review Exercise 10.2 Determine the skin depth in mils for aluminum, brass, and
stainless steel at 1 MHz.
Answer: 3.33 mils, 5.1 mils, and 0.82 mils.
Review Exercise 10.3 Determine the absorption loss for 18 -in: (125-mils)-thick
aluminum, brass, and stainless-steel shields at 1 MHz.
Answer: 326 dB, 213 dB, and 1320 dB.
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Shielding effectiveness of a 20 mil thickness of copper.

SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS: NEAR-FIELD SOURCES

The previous analysis of shielding effectiveness assumed a uniform plane wave
incident normal to the surface of the shield. This therefore assumes that the
shield is in the far field of the source of the incident field. In this section we
will consider near-field sources. We will find that the techniques for shielding
depend on the type of source; whether the source is a magnetic field source or
an electric field source. It must be pointed out that near fields are much more
complicated in structure than are far fields (which are simple and resemble
uniform plane waves). Hence, analysis of the effects of plane, conducting barriers
on near fields is a very complicated process. The reader is referred to the ongoing
analysis published in the literature. The near-field shielding for current loops is
analyzed in [6,7], whereas the near-field shielding for line current sources is analyzed in [8].
It is unreasonable to expect that simple and highly accurate formulas can be
obtained for near-field shielding as were obtained (exactly) for far-field shielding
in the preceding sections. The following results are approximations to the exact
results (which are very complicated). The heart of this
method is to
pffiffiffiffiapproximate
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
replace the intrinsic impedance of free space, h0 ¼ m0 =e0 , with the wave impedance, Z^ w , for the Hertzian (electric) dipole and the small magnetic loop (dipole)
considered in Chapter 7. Although this is a somewhat crude approximation, it has
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FIGURE 10.9 Shielding effectiveness of a 20 mil thickness of steel (SAE 1045).

been investigated in [8] and shown to give reasonably accurate results if we make
some simple modifications.
10.3.1 Near Field versus Far Field
In order to demonstrate why it is important to differentiate between types of sources
when they are close to the shield, consider the elemental electric (Hertzian) dipole
considered in Section of 7.1. We found that at sufficiently distant points from this
source, the fields resembled plane waves in that (1) the far-field components Eu
and Hf are orthogonal and (2) the ratio of these two field vectors is the intrinsic
impedance of the medium Eu =Hf ¼ h0 . In the “near field” of this source these conditions are not satisfied. In particular, one must be of order 3l0 from this source in
order for these two characteristics to hold, i.e., the far field. In general, the near fields
have more field components than these. Furthermore, the field components do not
vary simply as inverse distance 1/r, but also depend on 1/r 2 and 1/r 3. The 1/r
terms equal the 1/r 2 and 1/r 3 terms at r ¼ l0/2p or about 16 l0 . A reasonable criterion for the near-field/far-field boundary would be where the ratio of Eu to Hf
is approximately h0. This ratio is referred to as the wave impedance:
E^ u
Z^ w ¼
H^ f

(10:39)
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It is only in the far field where it is appropriate to use the term “intrinsic impedance”
to characterize the wave impedance. The wave impedance is obtained from Eq. (7.1)
as the ratio of the total fields:
j=b0 r þ 1=(b0 r)2 # j=(b0 r)3
Z^ w ¼ h0
j=b0 r þ 1=(b0 r)2

(10:40)

The magnitude of the wave impedance is plotted against distance from the source in
Fig. 10.10a. In the far field the 1/r terms dominate, giving Z^ w ffi h0 . Equation
(10.40) reduces in the very near field to
!
"
^Zw ffi h0 #j 1
(near field, b0 r % 1)
b0 r
h
¼ 0 #90!
(10:41)
b0 r
In the near field the electric field is proportional to 1/r 3 while the magnetic field is
proportional to l/r 2:
9
1
(10:42a)
=
E^ u ! 3 >
r
(electric source, near field)
1>
(10:42b)
H^ f ! 2 ;
r
Also, in the near field of the electric dipole the wave impedance is greater than the
intrinsic impedance of the medium. Therefore the electric dipole is referred to as a
high-impedance source. The magnitude of the wave impedance for an electric field
source is therefore
jZ^ w je ¼

1
2pf e0 r

¼ 60

l0
r

(10:43)

where the subscript e denotes an electric field source (the Hertzian dipole). We have
written (10.41) in terms of the free-space wavelength l0 ¼ v0 =f using h0 ¼ 120p
and b0 ¼ 2p=l0 .
The elemental magnetic dipole (loop) is the dual of the elemental electric dipole
in that we can interchange the electric and magnetic field quantities and obtain
corresponding results. The fields of the elemental magnetic dipole (loop) are
given in Eq. (7.8). The far-field components for the elemental magnetic dipole
(loop) are Ef and Hu . The wave impedance for this source is therefore defined as
E^ f
Z^ w ¼
H^ u

(10:44)
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FIGURE 10.10
(loop) dipole.

Wave impedance of (a) the electric (Hertzian) dipole and (b) the magnetic

as

Z^ w ¼ "h0

j=b0 r þ 1=(b0 r)2
j=b0 r þ 1=(b0 r)2 " j=(b0 r)3

(10:45)

The magnitude of the wave impedance is plotted against distance from the source
in Fig. 10.10b. In the far field the 1/r terms dominate, giving jZ^ w j ffi h0 .
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Equation (10.45) reduces in the very near field to
Z^ w ffi "jh0 b0 r (near field, b0 r # 1)
ffi h0 b0 r "90!

(10:46)

In the near field the magnetic field is proportional to 1=r 3 while the electric field is
proportional to 1=r 2 :
9
1>
^
(10:47a)
Hu ! 3 =
r
(magnetic source, near field)
1>
(10:47b)
E^ f ! 2 ;
r

Also, in the near field of the magnetic dipole the wave impedance is less than the
intrinsic impedance of the medium. Therefore the magnetic dipole is referred to
as a low-impedance source. The magnitude of the wave impedance for an magnetic
field source is therefore
jZ^ w jm ¼ 2pf m0 r
r
¼ 2369
l0

(10:48)

where the subscript m denotes
field source (the magnetic loop) and we
pffiaffiffiffiffimagnetic
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
have again substituted h0 ¼ m0 =e0 , b0 ¼ v m0 e0 , and b0 ¼ 2p=l0 into (10.46).

Review Exercise 10.4 A very short wire in a switching power supply is modeled
as an electric dipole. Determine the magnitude of the wave impedance of its radiated
field at a distance of 15 cm if it carries the fundamental frequency of the switcher of
100 kHz. Evaluate this using the exact expression in (10.40) and the very-near-field
approximation in (10.41).
Answers : 1:2 % 106 V, 1:2 % 106 V.

Review Exercise 10.5 A transformer in a 100 kHz switching power supply is
modeled as a small magnetic loop (dipole). Determine the magnitude of the wave
impedance of its radiated field at a distance of 15 cm. Evaluate this using the
exact expression in (10.45) and the approximate expression in (10.46).
Answers : 0:118 V, 0:118 V.
The distinction between electric and magnetic sources will allow us to translate
much of our results obtained for far-field sources to the case of near-field sources.
There are numerous examples of such sources. For example, a transformer is
constructed of turns of wire wound on a magnetic core. The electromagnetic field
in the vicinity of this source tends to be predominantly magnetic. In fact, the transformer resembles the magnetic loop. For this source the near fields have the
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properties that the wave impedance is much less than h0, and the electric field varies
with distance as 1/r 2 while the magnetic field varies as 1/r 3. Examples of electric
field sources are spark gaps and other points where arcing takes place, such as at the
brushes of a dc motor. For this source the near fields have the properties that the
wave impedance is much greater than h0, and the magnetic field varies with distance
as 1/r 2 while the electric field varies as 1/r 3.
10.3.2 Electric Sources
The basic mechanisms of shielding observed for far-field sources are prevalent for
near-field sources, but the type of source is critical to determining effective shielding
methodologies. An exact solution for this problem is considerably more difficult
than for the uniform plane-wave source case [6 – 8]. As an approximation we
write the shielding effectiveness as the product of a reflection term, an absorption
term, and a multiple-reflection term, and obtain each factor using the previous
results but substituting the wave impedance Z^ w for h0 in those equations. The
absorption loss term is unaffected by the type of source.
The reflection loss is obtained by substituting the wave impedance for intrinsic
impedance of the free space in (10.20):
!
!
!(Z^ þ h^ )2 !
! w
!
RdB ¼ 20 log10 !
!
! 4Z^ w h^ !
! !
! Z^ !
! w!
ffi 20 log10 ! !
(10:49)
!4h^ !
Substituting the wave impedance for electric field sources from (10.43) and the
approximation for a good conductor from (10.32) gives
"
#
sr
Re,dB ¼ 322 þ 10 log10
(10:50)
mr f 3 r2

The reflection loss for an electric field source is plotted in Fig. 10.11 for a copper shield
and various distances from the source to the shield [3]. The reflection loss for a uniform
plane-wave source is shown to illustrate the asymptotic convergence as the source-toshield distance is increased. Observe in this figure that the reflection loss for near-field
electric sources is considerably higher than for a uniform plane-wave source. It also
increases with decreasing distance between the source and the shield.
10.3.3 Magnetic Sources
Again, the absorption loss is the same as for uniform plane-wave sources. The
reflection loss for near-field magnetic sources is obtained by substituting the
wave impedance from (10.48) into (10.49) to give
" 2 #
f r sr
Rm,dB ¼ 14:57 þ 10 log10
(10:51)
mr
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Reflection loss of near-field electric and magnetic sources [3].

Figure 10.11 also shows the reflection loss for near-field, magnetic sources for
various source-shield distances and frequency for a copper shield [3]. Observe
that the reflection loss decreases for decreasing frequencies, and is less than for
the plane-wave reflection loss. Consequently, reflection loss is usually negligible
for lower frequencies. Also, the absorption loss is small for low frequencies, so
that other techniques must be used for shielding against low-frequency, near-field
magnetic sources.
Olson et al. [8] have shown that the expression for the near-field reflection loss for
magnetic sources in (10.51) provides reasonably accurate predictions if we replace
the distance r with r/2.
Review Exercise 10.6 Determine the reflection loss for the problem in Review
Exercise 10.4 if the shield is aluminum.
Answer: 186 dB.
Review Exercise 10.7 Determine the reflection loss for the problem in Review
Exercise 10.5 if the shield is stainless steel.
Answer: 4 dB.
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LOW-FREQUENCY, MAGNETIC FIELD SHIELDING

In the previous sections we have seen that for far-field (uniform plane-wave) sources
reflection loss is the predominant shielding mechanism at the lower frequencies,
while absorption loss is the predominant shielding mechanism at the higher frequencies. For near-field, electric sources, the situation is to a large degree unchanged
from the uniform plane-wave case: Reflection loss is predominant at the lower
frequencies, while absorption loss is predominant at the higher frequencies. For
near-field, magnetic sources, the situation is quite different at low frequencies.
Absorption loss tends to be the dominant shielding mechanism for near-field, magnetic sources at all frequencies. However, both reflection and absorption loss are
quite small for near-field, magnetic sources at low frequencies, so that other,
more effective, methods of shielding against low-frequency magnetic sources
must be used.
There are two basic methods for shielding against low-frequency, magnetic
sources: diversion of the magnetic flux with high-permeability materials and the
generation of opposing flux via Faraday’s law, commonly known as the “shortedturn method.” The diversion of magnetic flux with a low-reluctance (highpermeability) path is illustrated in Fig. 10.12a. Assuming the external medium is
free space with m ¼ m0 and the shield is constructed of a ferromagnetic material
having m ¼ mrm0 with mr ! 1, the magnetic field will tend to concentrate in the
low-reluctance ferromagnetic path, and as such will be diverted from affecting
the region interior to the shield. In the “shorted-turn” method illustrated in
Fig. 10.12b a conductor loop such as a wire is placed such that the incident magnetic
field penetrates the surface bounded by the loop, thereby inducing, according to
Faraday’s law, a current Iind in the loop, and associated magnetic flux cind. This
induced magnetic flux is of a polarity or direction as to counteract the original
incident magnetic field, and so the net magnetic field in the vicinity of the loop is
reduced. There are numerous applications of these two notions. These represent
the majority of situations where shielding can be effective in the reduction of the
effect of low-frequency magnetic fields.
There are two factors, however, that may degrade the effectiveness of the flux
diversion technique and must be kept in mind:
1. The permeability of ferromagnetic materials decreases with increasing
frequency.
2. The permeability of ferromagnetic materials decreases with increasing
magnetic field strength.
Manufacturers of ferromagnetic materials tend to specify the relative permeability of
the material at a low frequency such as 1 kHz so that the stated value of mr may be the
largest that will be obtained. For example, Mumetal has a relative permeability of
over 10,000 from dc up to around 1 kHz, as shown in Fig. 10.13 [3]. Above 1 kHz
the relative permeability of Mumetal decreases dramatically, and above around
20 kHz it is no greater than that of cold-rolled steel. Therefore high-permeability
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FIGURE 10.12 Two important methods of shielding against low-frequency magnetic fields:
(a) using a highly permeable ferromagnetic material to divert the magnetic field; (b) using a
“shorted turn” of conductor to generate an opposing magnetic field.

materials such as Mumetal are more effective for magnetic fields than less costly
materials such as steel below a few tens of kilohertz. In order to shield against magnetic fields above 20 kHz, steel is as effective as these high-permeability materials.
This is why shielding enclosures for switching power supplies are constructed from
steel rather than Mumetal. Steel is less expensive than Mumetal and is as effective
at the switcher fundamental frequency (20 – 100 kHz) and the harmonics of the
switcher. Shielding the power supply prevents the low-frequency, high-level
magnetic fields of the switching transformer from radiating to other PCBs or wires
in the product, where they may cause functional problems or be conducted out the
power cord, causing conducted emission problems.
On the other hand, shielding against 60 Hz interference is more effective with
Mumetal if the field strengths are not too large that they saturate the material.
This phenomenon of saturation of ferromagnetic materials by high-level magnetic
fields was discussed in Chapter 5, and is illustrated in Fig. 10.14a. The slope of
the B –H curve is proportional to the relative permeability of the material. The
magnetic field intensity is proportional to the ampere turns if a series of turns of
wire carrying current I is wound around the material. Thus high currents tend to
give high levels of H where the slope of the curve is flatter, resulting in a lowering
of mr for high levels of magnetic fields. Thus, even though Mumetal may appear to
be an effective shielding material for 60-Hz magnetic fields due to its high relative
permeability at this low frequency, this may not be realized, since high currents are
usually associated with the 60 Hz power frequencies. Manufacturers of ferromagnetic materials typically state the initial relative permeability of their materials
at (1) a low frequency, typically 1 kHz; and (2) low field levels. A typical way of
minimizing the saturation effect is to use two shields, as shown in Fig. 10.14b.
The first shield has a low mr and low susceptibility to saturation. The purpose of
this shield is to reduce the incident magnetic field so that it does not saturate the
second shield, which has a high mr and a high potential for saturation. Typically,
the first layer provides some reflection loss for the electric field.
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FIGURE 10.13
materials [3].

Illustration of the frequency dependence of various ferromagnetic

Although not discussed in Chapter 2, there are some regulatory agencies that
impose limits on the low-frequency magnetic field emissions of a product. The
radiated magnetic fields are to be measured with a loop antenna at frequencies
below 30 MHz. Low-frequency radiated magnetic fields from transformers of
switching power supplies tend to be among the major problems in complying
with these legal requirements.
A common application of the “shorted turn” effect in the reduction of magnetic
fields is with transformers of switching power supplies. A conductive “turn” consisting of a contiguous strip of copper tape is wrapped around the transformer as shown
in Fig. 10.15a and b. The objective of this “shorted turn” or “band” is to reduce the
radiated magnetic field of the leakage flux of the transformer. It is important to place
the loop such that the surface bounded by the loop is as perpendicular as possible to
the flux that it is intended to cancel, so that the maximum emf will be induced in the
band. There are cases where two, orthogonal bands must be used. The transformer
core is frequently “gapped” in order to reduce the magnetic flux levels and prevent
saturation of the core, as discussed in Section 6.3.3. The leakage flux at this gap
(which can be quite intense) may lie orthogonal to that from the windings, depending on the location of the gap. If this leakage flux does not penetrate the area
bounded by the first band orthogonal to that area, a second band may be needed
orthogonal to the first band. This use of bands on transformers, in particular switching transformers of switching power supplies, is quite effective in allowing the
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FIGURE 10.14 Illustration of the important phenomenon of saturation of ferromagnetic
materials: (a) the B – H curve; (b) use of a multilayer magnetic shield to reduce the effects
of saturation.

product to meet the regulatory limits on low-frequency magnetic fields. It is
also effective in preventing interference from the transformer, such as with a
video monitor that may be placed on top of the product and close to the transformer.
Photographs of switching transformers having these “bands” placed around them are
shown in Fig. 10.15c.
Shielding can be an effective suppression method if it is used properly and fits the
problem at hand, such as in low-frequency magnetic shielding for power supply
enclosures and bands on transformers. Shielding should not be relied on in all
instances, since it is all too often misapplied and too much is expected of it.

10.5

EFFECTS OF APERTURES

As was pointed out earlier, there are numerous cases where openings in an otherwise
contiguous shield cannot be avoided for practical reasons. One of the more common
ones is the need to ventilate the internal electronics for thermal reasons. Fans are
frequently employed to move hot air inside the shield to the outside. The reader
will observe that these types of openings are frequently in the form of a large
number of small holes rather than one large hole. There is an important reason
for this, which is illustrated in Fig. 10.16. Consider the solid shield shown in
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FIGURE 10.15 Use of the shorted-turn effect (bands) to reduce the radiated magnetic
fields of transformer leakage flux: (a) side view; (b) top view; (c) photograph of bands
on a switching transformer used to reduce the radiated magnetic field due to gaps in the
“E-cores” (courtesy of G-MAG, Inc).

Fig. 10.16a. Currents are induced to flow in this shield, and it is these currents and
their associated fields that generate “scattered” fields, which counteract or reduce the
effects of incident fields. This was illustrated in Section 7.6.2, where we considered a
uniform plane wave incident normally to the surface of a perfect conductor. The
incident field induces a surface current, which may be thought of as producing
the reflected field. The reflected field is of a polarity such that it tends to cancel
the incident field in order to satisfy the boundary condition that the total electric
field tangent to a perfect conductor must be zero. In order for the shield to
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FIGURE 10.16 Illustration of the effects of slots on induced currents on shields. Many small
holes provide as much ventilation as does one long slot, but perturb the induced current much
less, thereby reducing the degradation caused by the aperture.

perform this cancellation, the induced currents must be allowed to flow unimpeded.
Suppose that we place a slot in the shield perpendicular to the direction of these
induced currents. The slot will interrupt the current flow, and will tend to reduce
the shielding effectiveness. The width of the slot does not significantly affect this,
as illustrated in Figs. 10.16b, c. On the other hand, if we orient the slot parallel to
the direction of the induced current, the slot will have much less effect on the shielding, as illustrated in Fig. 10.16d. Since it is not feasible to determine the direction of
the induced current and place the slot direction appropriately, a large number of
small holes are used instead, as illustrated in Fig. 10.16e.
It is also necessary to have access doors to allow entry into the shielded enclosure. Where these doors are closed, a gap is produced around the door that can
act as a slot antenna, as discussed previously. Even though the gap opening may
be quite small, the radiation potential of the gap can be quite large, as is illustrated
by Babinet’s principle, discussed earlier. For example, suppose that a lid is required
on top of a shielded enclosure as illustrated in Fig. 10.17a. Babinet’s principle shows
that replacement of the gap with a solid conductor whose dimensions are those of the
gap will produce the same radiated fields as those from the gap. This illustrates
rather dramatically that the length of the gap is more important than its thickness
in determining the radiated emissions of the gap. If the gap length happens to be
of the order of a half-wavelength, it is clear from Babinet’s principle that the gap
has radiation potential similar to that of a half-wave dipole antenna. This is why
it is necessary to place many screws at frequent intervals around a lid in order to
break up these potential slot antennas, as illustrated in Fig. 10.17b, since shorter
linear antennas tend to radiate less efficiently than do long ones. Metallic gaskets
are frequently used to close gaps as illustrated in Fig. 10.17c. These are of the
form of wire knit mesh or beryllium copper “finger stock.” Gaskets should be
placed on the inside of any securing screws, since if they are placed outside these
screws, radiation from the screw holes will not be protected against.
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FIGURE 10.17 Illustration of the effects of slots at doors and covers: (a) the slot radiates,
according to Babinet’s principle, as efficiently as does a conductor of the same dimensions as
the slot; (b) many closely spaced screws break up the slot length; (c) illustration of proper and
improper gasket placement to reduce the radiated emissions from screws.

Openings in shielded enclosures can also be protected by using the “waveguide
above cutoff” principle [9]. A square waveguide with side dimensions d has a cutoff
frequency for the propagation of higher-order modes TEmn and TMmn given by [9]
fc,mn ¼

v0 pffiffiffiffi2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi2ffiffi
m þn
2d

(10:52)

The lowest-order propagating mode is the TE10 mode, with cutoff frequency
fc,10 ¼

v0
2d

¼

1:5 # 108
d

(d in m)

¼

5:9 # 109
d

(d in inches)

(10:53)

The attenuation of a rectangular waveguide to these higher-order modes can be computed by determining the effective attenuation constant for this guide from [9,11]

amn

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
¼ v m 0 e0

sffi"ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi#ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fc,mn 2
$1
f

(10:54)
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where fc,mn is the cutoff frequency of the particular mode. Assuming that the frequency of the incident wave is much less than the cutoff frequency for the mode,
(10.54) simplifies to

amn ffi
¼

2pf fc,mn
v0 f

f " fc,mn

2pfc,mn
v0

(10:55)

Substituting the relation for the cutoff frequency for the lowest-order TE10 mode
given in (10.53) gives

a10 ¼

p
d

(10:56)

The attenuation of a guide of length l is proportional to e 2al. Thus the attenuation or
shielding effectiveness afforded by one guide is
SEdB ¼ 20 log10 ea10 l
¼ a10 l 20 log10 e
¼ 27:3

l
d

(10:57)

This rather simple result shows that TE and TM modes are strongly attenuated
in direct proportion to the guide length as they travel along the guide. This is
the basis for the use of waveguides below cutoff to allow airflow into a shielded
enclosure and at the same time prevent the propagation of frequencies lower than
the cutoff frequency into the enclosure. Many small waveguides are welded together
in a “honeycomb” fashion as illustrated in Fig. 10.18 in order to provide sufficient
volume of airflow and to give the appropriate waveguide dimensions. These are
placed in the walls of shielded rooms to provide ventilation but to also prevent
entry of low-frequency fields.

FIGURE 10.18 Use of the waveguide-below-cutoff principle to provide ventilation of an
enclosure and to minimize the electromagnetic field penetrations: (a) front view; (b) side
view.
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PROBLEMS
10.1.1

Examine a typical personal computer having a metallic enclosure and list
the “penetrations” that allow signals from the inside to pass to the
outside, avoiding the shielding of the metallic enclosure.

10.1.2

Model the shield on a 2-m personal computer printer cable as a monopole
antenna (with the metallic structure of the computer as the ground plane)
and estimate the maximum radiated emissions at a measurement distance
of 3 m if the voltage of the shield attachment point with respect to the metallic structure is a 1-mV, 37.5-MHz signal. [53.5 dBmV/m broadside and
parallel to the cable]

10.1.3

Consult [11] to show that for the complementary slot problem shown in
Fig. P10.3 that the impedance of the complementary dipole, Z^ d , and that
of the slot, Z^ s , are related by Z^ s Z^ d ¼ 14 h2 where the surrounding medium
has intrinsic impedance h. Use this result to determine the impedance
of the slot if L ¼ 12 l and the slot width is infinitesimally small.
[Z^ s ¼ (363 " j211) V]

FIGURE P10.3

Section 10.2

Shielding Effectiveness: Far-Field Sources

10.2.1

Determine the skin depth at 30 MHz, 100 MHz, and 1 GHz for steel (SAE
1045). [0.048 mils, 0.026 mils, 0.0082 mils] Repeat for nickel and brass.
[0.0434 mils, 0.0238 mils, 0.0075 mils, 0.93 mils, 0.51 mils, 0.16 mils]

10.2.2

Compute the intrinsic impedance of steel (SAE 1045) at 30 MHz,
100 MHz, and 1 GHz. [0:202 45! V, 0:369 45! V, 1:17 45! V] Repeat
for brass. [3.96 # 1023 45! V, 7.24 # 1023 45! V, 2.29 # 1022 45! V]

REFERENCES
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10.2.3

Compute the electric field reflection coefficient for an air-steel interface
at 30 MHz, 100 MHz, and 1 GHz. [0.999 180! ¼ 20.999, 0.999
180! ¼ 20.999, 0.996 180! ] Compute the electric field transmission
co-efficient for an air –steel interface at 30 MHz, 100 MHz, and 1 GHz.
[1.07 ! 1023 45! , 1.96 ! 1023 45! , 6.2 ! 1023 44:9! ]

10.2.4

Compute the reflection loss and absorption loss for a 20 mil steel (SAE
1045) barrier at 30 MHz, 100 MHz, and 1 GHz, assuming a far-field
source. [53.23 dB, 3656.6 dB, 48 dB, 6676.0 dB, 38 dB, 21,111 dB]

Section 10.3

Shielding Effectiveness: Near-Field Sources

10.3.1

Compute the reflection loss and absorption loss for a 20-mil steel (SAE
1045) barrier at 10 kHz, 100 kHz, and 1 MHz for a near-field electric
source that is a distance of 5 cm from the shield. [188.02 dB, 66.76 dB,
158.02 dB, 211.11 dB, 128.02 dB, 667.6 dB]

10.3.2

Compute the reflection loss and absorption loss for a 20-mil steel
(SAE 1045) barrier at 10 kHz, 100 kHz, and 1 MHz for a near-field
magnetic source that is a distance of 5 cm from the shield. [211.45 dB
use R ¼ 0, 66.76 dB, 21.45 dB use R ¼ 0, 211.11 dB, 8.55 dB, 667.6 dB]

10.3.3

A transformer consists of 2000 turns of wire with a radius of 5 cm and
carries a 50 kHz current at a level of 1 A. Model this as a small loop and
compute the magnetic flux density at a distance of 3 m from the loop
center in the plane of the loop. [5.8 ! 10 28 Wb/m2]

Section 10.4
10.4.1

Discuss the advantageous shielding aspects of a typical paint can that has a
press-on lid, a zinc coating, and a tin metal can.

Section 10.5
10.5.1

Low-Frequency, Magnetic Field Shielding

Effect of Apertures

Determine the length of a waveguide to provide 100 dB attenuation if the
guide dimensions are 100 ! 100 mils. [9.3 mm] What range of frequencies
are attenuated by this guide (at least in the waveguide propagation mode)?
[dc to 59 GHz]
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n̂
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E a ( r, ! ) r ! S a
Electric field on the aperture

Under the hypothesis that the
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perturb the aperture field, the field
outside the enclosure is radiated by a
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